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The authors have assessed the application of emergent constraints to estimate uncertainties in unknown climate projections. The recent increase in the application of emergent constraints in Earth Science makes this a timely issue, even more in the last year since the new ensemble of Earth system models (CMIP6) became available. Furthermore, the manuscript is very well written and structured, which made it a pleasure to read. However, the main motivation for the paper is that emergent constraints are used too literally (line 681) and "confusing to policymakers" (line 17). I do not fully share this assumption and I argue below why I think this is not the case. Overall, I have major and minor questions that would need to be resolved before a possible publication.

Major comments:

1) The manuscript reads more like a review and less like a research article. The analysis in this paper includes (a) calculating correlations between different published variables, (b) a bootstrapping approach to exploit previously published emergent constraints, and (c) the exploitation of two differential equations with a random number generator to create many ensemble members.

Taken together, I cannot see how this would be a sufficiently novel concept, idea, tool, or data given that was not previously exploited.

Point (b) somehow tests the robustness of the linear relationship. What is the advantage of this method compared to the published measures of uncertainty (e.g. prediction intervals, see minor comment 1). Already the published results of all shown ECS are not different within their still relatively large uncertainties (Table 4 in Schlund et al. (2020)). So, I am wondering what additional information is obtained by performing this bootstrapping.

Point (c) seems to be a more of a fancy way of saying that the Earth System responds at different timescales and not just one, a well-known concept and used to calculate the
temperature response to radiative forcing changes (Stocker et al., 2013; Otto et al., 2015). It is therefore obvious that the 2-timescale model continues to heat although radiative forcing stabilizes, and the 1-timescale model does not.

Taken these results together, I do not see a (novel) advance here although the Discussion and presentation of the results is very well done. Overall a lot of times 'may' and 'might' are used indicating that this is more speculative. However, I hope that the authors can convince me that I am wrong. If not, I would propose to make it a review or perspective paper.

2) Many points that are discussed here as shortcomings of emergent constraints should, in my opinion, be attributed to the models themselves. Emergent constraints can, by definition, only improve the model output. If the models have structural shortcomings, they exist in the multi-model mean and the constrained results. Emergent constraints can thus 'only' improve the existing model output and cannot go further. The *exchangability* argument (lines 66-76, lines 296-304, lines 412-420) is thus wrongly stated in my opinion.

An emergent constraint can only say: models that tend to simulate a large (small) variable A at present (e.g. extent of the Hadley Cell) also simulate a large (small) increase in variable B. If, and only if, a mechanistic relationship can be given and proven to a sufficient level, one could conclude that if models had rightly (as in the observations) simulated variable A, the model result for variable B would be the following.

The constraint can never overcome model shortcomings or biases that exist across the entire model ensemble and is not designed to do that. The *exchangability* argument would thus only hold if the constrained result would be considered the truth, which it is obviously not. It is just an improved projection, but still based on imperfect models.

As an example, the present temperature and the leaf area index are within the current model ensemble good predictors of future GPP (Schlund et al., 2020). By using the present-day temperature and the leaf index, one can thus show how a model of the same ensemble would likely simulate future GPP if it had the right temperature and leaf index. Nevertheless, if the whole ensemble would be systematically biased and missing out an important process, like nitrogen limitation (lines 296-304), the emergent constraint cannot assess this. The systematic bias is present in the multi-model mean results and the constraint results and thus not primarily an issue of the constrained but the model ensemble. However, it is equally important to mention and assess these uncertainties when presenting multi-model means and constrained results.

Overall, I think the *exchangability* argument is wrongly stated as the models in an emergent constraint were never meant to be exchangeable, but observations are only used to inform the likely best guess of a given model ensemble. Having said this, the question remains how systematic model biases should be accounted for in uncertainty range. When calculating the multi-model mean, the standard deviation is often a measure of uncertainty, but this is not taking into account biases or structural errors. So, one can argue that the given uncertainties for a constrained result are equivalent to the uncertainties calculated by the multi-model standard deviation.

Lines 412-420 make the point very clear. The current knowledge of the Earth System is as good as possible implemented in the Earth system models. Some processes known to be missing or wrongly represented, others are probably missing but not known yet (like the ocean mixing in the 1-timescale model). However, these missing processes are strictly speaking a problem of the models. If we had no knowledge of the ocean’s importance
(1-timescale model) and only lambda would be of importance, we had implemented no ocean in our models. Thus, the relationship would resemble the red points in figure 2e,f with model lambdas being different because of different atmospheric model components. By applying the hypothetically ‘observed’ lambda, we would reduce uncertainties related to the atmospheric model. We would, however, not find the right results because all models are missing the ocean component. Nevertheless, given the assumed hypothetical current state of knowledge (ocean is not important), and the consequent hypothetical models (no ocean), our knowledge of lambda and the emergent constraint would still ‘improve’ model projections under this assumption. Following this argument in its strict sense, would lead to the conclusion that models cannot be used because important steps might be missing and NOT that emergent constraints cannot be used. The ‘assessment of underlying model assumptions’ (line 436) should always be done if model output of any type is published, constrained or not constrained.

If I understand the conclusion in lines 676-678 right, the authors argue that CMIP models are a comprehensive representation of the Earth System. Following that line of argument, we should not use them either to make projections of climate change at all? Or under which conditions?

3) The manuscripts title, abstract, Conclusion (and partly Introduction) suggests that emergent constraints across the field of Earth Science are addressed. However, throughout the manuscript it becomes clear that the focus of the manuscript is on emergent constraints of the Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity. In addition, other constraints, such as for the Transient Climate Response and the land carbon cycle, are (briefly) discussed. However, constraints for the ocean, a major part of the Earth System, are not discussed at all. Thus, the title and abstract are highly misleading.

I would suggest to either clearly indicate that the manuscript is on emergent constraints on ECS and only discuss ECS constraints or add examples of ocean constraints and largely expand their exposition in section 5.

Examples for emergent constraints in oceanography would be: Kessler et al. (2016), Kiwatkowski et al. (2017), Goris et al. (2018), Terhaar et al. (2020a), Terhaar et al. (2020b). The list is very likely not sufficient.

Furthermore, the ocean is ignored in questions about the ECS or atmospheric CO2 (point 6), although the 2 timescale models clearly indicate that the ocean is important.

4) I am not a statistician, but I have strong concerns regarding the application of statistics in this study. First, I disagree that the Sherwood “D” and Cox constraints are correlated (Line 141). A r (if it is r) of 0.31 is a r2 of less than 0.1. A p-value is not given but I do not expect it to be supportive of a correlation. Even for Lipat and Qu, the r2 is ‘only’ 0.33. Please do not use the term correlated if the variables are not statistically correlated. Second, the two constrained ECS do not disagree (Line 142). Sherwood et al. (2014) find an ECS likely at 4°C with 3°C as a lower limit. Cox et al. (2018) report 2.8 ± 0.6 °C. Within the uncertainty ranges, they agree with each other. Lipat et al. (2018) and Qu et al. (2014) do not even give a constrained result for ECS as far as I can see this. But for this argument we can use the Schlund et al. (2020) estimate for the EC from Lipat et al., which is 3.0 ± 0.8 °C and try to read the result for Qu et a. (2014) from the corresponding subpanel, leading to 3.5 ± 0.4°C. These two constrains do also agree.

The following paragraph paragraph and conclusions are thus wrong.
5) The authors often use the argument that emergent constraints might be confusing to policy makers or other people. Furthermore, they say speak about their 'literal interpretation (line 196). I can see no evidence supporting this claim. On the contrary most emergent constraints only give a 'likely' estimate (summarized in table 4 in Schlund et al. (2020)) and even if all ECSs were used to give a best estimate with an uncertainty range, all ECS would agree. Thus, these ECS seem to be used to exclude outliers and not give a narrowly constrained result. Given that they all agree, I do not see the possible confusion.

6) Lines 442-446: The authors claim that the differences in atmospheric CO2 are caused by the land carbon sink, whereas Hoffmann et al. (2014) clearly state that "Weak ocean carbon uptake in many ESMs contributed to this bias, based on comparisons with observations of ocean and atmospheric anthropogenic carbon inventories." While the land carbon sink is very uncertain, the ocean has been found by Hoffmann et al (2014) to cause the bias. Please correct your paragraph accordingly. I would also argue that the bias-persistence in the too small ocean carbon sink (Kessler et al. (2016), Goris et al. (2018)) is caused by the circulation differences and is persistent over large timescales and thus not overconfident. The whole section should hence be replaced.

Minor comments:

1) Figure 1: The panels are too small and impossible to read, especially on the diagonal. I suggest keeping y and x labels with the name of the constraint only at the left column and the bottom line. Furthermore, I cannot understand the added value from the bootstrapping algorithm from the manuscript. Often the uncertainty of the fit is estimated by prediction intervals (Bracegirdle et al. 2012; Nijsse et al. 2020; ...). To which degree and why does the bootstrap method improve the results, or the estimated uncertainties compared to these prediction intervals. If no improvement exist, why would you not just show the published results (Schlund et al. 2020)? And if you recompute them, why not showing the mean estimate + uncertainties + r2 or something similar. At the moment the subpanels do not allow to assess the mean, the uncertainty or anything else because they are too small.

2) Line 102: Table 3 is mentioned in the text before table 2.

3) Is the bootstrap approach general knowledge? If not, please consider telling the reader how it works or give a reference.

4) Lines 114-121: This is very hard to read, and I am not sure that I understand the message. Could you try to rephrase it and make sure that the reader understands when a combination is appropriate and when not and why?

5) In general: How do you define correlation (Pearson's product-moment coefficient r or something else?)

6) Lines 206 to 209: I do not agree with this statement. Let's assume variable A (present) is correlated to variable B (projection) across a model ensemble and the correlation is mechanistically profound and supported by theory and observations. If variable A is now a
very complex interplay of many processes, it could have a large inter-model spread without a lack of diversity. Thus, the presence of an EC can be a lack of diversity or a complex interplay of different processes. The sentence now is rather misleading.


8) Lines 250-267: You should add Terhaar et al. (2020a,b) here, although it is not strictly a feedback process but identifying the leading order process that describes the future response.


10) Line 288-290: I again do not agree with this sentence. A set of models with very complicated assumptions in different processes that govern both related variables, variable A (observable) and variable B (projected), would lead to a large spread in A and B and possible to a good correlation and EC.

11) Equations are not numbered

12) Equation on line 341 is difficult to read (latex problem?)

13) Lines 492-499: What is the added information here? It sounds more speculative than informative.

14) Section 5.3: Your two timescale models are constructed to make just this point. Maybe you could use this here and emphasize hence the importance of the ocean for long-scale warming (ECS) and point out that the difference in the ocean may, according to your model, be responsible for the different long-term temperature trajectories.

15) Lines 537-644: I do not see from which results this conclusion is drawn. Could you pleas just point me to it? And what other metrics are you referring to here?

16) Lines 554-660: Please cite here the multi-variable approach by Schlund et al. (2020)
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